Transform your brand. Transform your business.

OPPORTUNITIES
AND CREDENTIALS
A MULTI-AWARD WINNING
FULL-SERVICE
MARKETING AGENCY

ART FRESH IS...
a full-service multi-award winning marketing agency, focusing on marketing strategy, brand development,
content marketing, social media, premium quality web & graphic design. Our team is highly skilled in developing
brand strategy for business that surpasses our clients’ expectations. We live in a new age when it is not enough
to have a profile in social media or a website; we need a special format to interact with the consumer, because
in this age a brand is a unique, integral and emotion-packed world. We create such brands with a marketing
strategy that reaches your objectives. Every strategy we develop is based on deep insight into a consumer, the
consumer's emotions and drivers.
Art Fresh will be your reliable business partner and your own creative marketing department. Our many years of
successful collaboration with various international companies and small businesses give us knowledge and
strong passion to work effectively with all types of businesses and organizations to achieve their goals. We
focus on our clients’ needs in respect to ROI and offer the most effective solutions to reach your business goals.
Our team strives to provide the best possible customer service. We create a very comfortable working relationship, because we completely focus on our clients’ needs and objectives. We create a brand as an integral
system that incorporates a brand strategy, name, design, package, social media platforms, brand content and
web design. All of these things work together to help your business catch a strong position in the market.
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KEY TEAM MEMBERS

ELENA HERWEYER

ANDREY POTAPOV

ARTEM PODGORNIY

MARY CRUZ

IGOR RATSUN

JASON GORDON

CEO and
Creative Director,
over 20 years in
marketing and
advertising

Brand Strategist,
over 18 years in
marketing and
advertising

Business Growth
Coach and Consultant,
over 17 years of
experience in the
development of
businesses

Senior Marketing
Strategist, over 15
years on 3 continents
of experience in
intricate strategic
planning and execution

Senior Web Developer,
more than 18 years
of experience as a
developer and
application architect

Social Media Director,
with over 15 years of
sales and marketing
experience, has been
successful in leading a
number of companies
from start-up to profit
using social media
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ELENA HERWEYER
CEO and Creative Director

Talented, award-winning Creative Director with a flair for developing dynamic marketing
concepts and increasing brand recognition for well-known international organizations such as
Kimberly-Clark, L’Oreal, Kraft Foods, Giorgio Armani, Gillette and Samsung. Expertise in creating
visual concepts and communication tools for branding, marketing and web strategies.
Excellent collaborator and team member. Passion for continuously developing professional
skills. Strong graphic design education and creative ability to maximize effectiveness of a final
product. Skilled at sketching, watercolour, acrylic, oil, ink, pencil, pastel, collage, engraving and
etching. Ability to manage teams to achieve organizational branding objectives.
Recently Elena was invited third year-round to be a member of the A’ Award jury at A’ Design
Award & Competition in 2020. A’ Design Award is a prestige design competition that every year
takes place in Italy to indicate a quality and perfection in design and innovations. The award is
recognized worldwide and takes the attention of design oriented companies, professionals and
interest groups. Elena Herweyer is a Member of National Artist’s Union of Ukraine. Participate in
art exhibitions / projects and have paintings in private collections in Ukraine, Germany, Poland
and Canada. Several advertising works of Elena Herweyer have earned awards at the Annual
International Festivals of Advertising. Several advertising works of Elena Herweyer have earned
awards at the Annual International Festivals of Advertising. Recent awards include a Best
of Show, Gold, Silver and Bronze at the Summit Creative Awards, USA, 2018–2019.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• Founder, CEO and Creative Director of full service branding studio Art Fresh, Inc.
• Key contributor in developing of a brand recognition the City of Summerside Economic
Development and its innovations (Art Fresh).
• Key contributor in launching of new brands IslandMaple and PurAgave of Island Abbey
Foods. (Art Fresh)
• Active participant in start-up of the Advertising Studio Miod (Kyiv, Ukraine) and the enduring
success of this endeavor.
• Major influencer in initiating and developing in the formative stages of branding for the
Cheese Club Corporation that saw packaging designs win several prestigious advertising
awards. (Advertising agency Creative Guild)
• Generated increases in recognition for several worldwide brands in the Ukrainian market,
which increased sales as well as customer loyalty. (CG, Polyaris, Triumph, Dialla
Communications).
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ANDREY POTAPOV
Brand Strategist

Andrey Potapov, founder and ideological inspirer of the creative agency Shtrudel. Seventeen
years of successful experience in advertising. Unquenchable thirst for self-improvement has
allowed Andrey to develop his career from designer to a position of creative director in a European advertising agency.
Andrey has always thought in global terms in creating visual solutions for clients. This has
allowed him to develop the strategic vision in creative projects for clients from Canada,
Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Russia, Germany, Italy and Poland.
Since 2011, Andrey has worked as Art Director and Creative Director with international clients
that have included companies and brands such as Philip Morris, Samsung, Mastercard,
Procter&Gamble, Cannes Festival Advertising, Billa REWE Group and 2H2 movers.
Having successfully created several advertising agencies, Andrey Potapov has decided to
combine the strategic and design experience into his own creative agency, Shtrudel.
Andrey always offers clients more than just a beautiful look. Advertising masterpieces with
accurate marketing strategy – this is what Andrey Potapov strives to reach while working on
each project. His purpose is to surpass the highest expectations of the client.
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ARTEM PODGORNIY

Business Growth Coach & Consultant
Artem’s management experience since 2003 includes working as a CEO in national and
international companies. Currently, Artem advises more than 100 business owners in
Europe, Canada, the USA, Kazakhstan, and Korea. He has experience in the development
of businesses in retail, wholesale, services, construction, banking, real estate, farming,
pharmacology, and medicine. He is the official business consultant of the Dnipropetrovsk
Regional State Administration of Ukraine. Artem has helped more than 50 businesses
around the world to develop and bring out of crisis situations.
Having versatile experience in business growth coaching in niches such as construction,
oilfield development, retail, and online sales (including on the Amazon website) in the USA
and Canada, Artem provides a complete success system for companies in the start-up,
growth and business scaling phases.
During this global COVID-19 pandemic crisis when companies have laid off thousands of
people because of significantly lower revenue and when small businesses are struggling to
survive, we at Art Fresh believe that if you be agile, act smart, fast in this uncertain time,
will be a leader — you will be able to use the crisis to improve your business. To respond to
the time calls and help business owners in the battles with the economic crisis we're
offering professional Business Growth Coaching and Consulting to those who want secure
and grow business in these uncertain times.
Artem Podgorniy, Business Growth Coach and Consultant, over seventeen years has
helped more than 2000 business owners worldwide to achieve their best ever results. And
now we are offering you the same opportunity. Having a waste experience in risk management and building businesses from start-up to fast-growing corporations, Artem will help
you adapt your product or services to the new market reality.
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IGOR RATSUN

Senior Web Developer
Igor has more than 18 years of versatile experience working on the development of high-end
websites for local and international clients, including 5 years as a team lead. His clients included Bigpossibilities.ca, the City of Summerside, Art Fresh, Hermes Fashion, Vodafone and Amazonas. His wide range of professional skills in programming and web design have enabled Igor
to develop highly effective web solutions for all types and sizes of businesses directly resulting
in their achieving marketing goals.
Igor possesses expertise in the following program languages: PHP, JavaScript, SQL; databases
PostgreSQL, MySQL, NoSQL; design pattern and OOP MVC, HMVC, ORM, active record, service
locator, singleton, facade, adapter etc.; frameworks Zend Framework 2, Zend Framework 3,
Symfony 2, Symfony 3, Yii2, Doctrine 2, CodeIgniter, Kohana, jQuery; front-end development
HTML, CSS, HTML5, CSS3, jQuery UI, Twitter bootstrap, SASS, LESS; version control systems git,
svn; Task/Time tracking system; CMS Magento 2, WordPress, OpenCart, Modx, Joomla, Oxid,
Shopware; technologies AJAX, REST, SOAP, RESTful API, RPC API, XML, Websocket; caching
technologies Varnish, Memcache, apc. He also maintains an understanding of Agile/Scrum
and Kanban and has experience with highload projects.
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MARY CRUZ

Senior Marketing Strategist
Mary's global marketing experience spans over 15 years and 3 continents, having lived and
worked in Australia, Europe and North America to fulfil her personal and professional goals.
Upon completion of her Bachelor's degree in marketing, her immediate training ground was in
the consumer marketing space, working with The Walt Disney Company, L'Oreal and Sony
Computer Entertainment.
In 2012 she completed her Master's in Media and Communications and decided to couple her
aptitude for writing with her passion for marketing strategy. Mary's career journey saw a
trajectory from large multinationals to an entrepreneurial focus on developing strategic solutions for start-ups. The shift from B2C to B2B has propelled her towards more intricate strategic planning and execution, allowing her to help pave the path for several companies in their
growth stages.
Mary successfully works with clients of all sizes across the tech, medical, education and
construction industries, across the globe.
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GRAHAME POTTER
Senior Copywriter

Grahame is a multi-award-winning writer who has created cutting-edge consumer and B2B
campaigns for over 35 industries throughout Canada and the U.S. Employing a 30+ year
overview of the entire marketing mix, he writes websites, landing pages, e-blasts, articles,
brochures, outdoor and transit ads, newsletters, sales letters, and slogans you can hang
brands on.
Grahame has been online since there’s been a line to be on and his career has hinged on
measurable results more times than he cares to remember. From personalized direct
marketing (American Express, Bell Canada) to mass-market promotion (Coca-Cola, Ford
Motor Company) his major agency years have produced a writer who literally thrives on the
challenge of measurable results.
Grahame works his magic by using heads and subs to make every point count, tight text
to keep readers reading, and calls-to-action to elicit response. It’s a style that has been
described as smart copy tuned to a target. Whatever it’s called, it results in communication
that connects, convinces and converts, adding a tremendous edge to performance.
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JASON GORDON

Digital Marketing Director
With over 17 years of sales and marketing experience, Jason has been successful in leading a
number of companies from start-up to profit using social media as his medium of choice.
Jason's primary focus is helping small businesses first figure out how to get started with social
media, and then planning and implementing the strategies needed to lead them to success in
their industry.
During the past five years, Jason has had the privilege to work with over 300 companies and
has managed close to 1000 social media accounts.
Jason agrees that "Content is King" and is only becoming more and more relevant each year.
Content planning and development is key to social media success. This is an area that Jason
works with our clients setting them up for success for today and for the future.
Through relentless trial and testing, he has been able to develop one of the most sought-after,
and affordable Social Media services available today.
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HOW DO WE LAUNCH
BRANDS?
[ a magic pill ]

A MULTI-AWARD WINNING
FULL-SERVICE
MARKETING AGENCY

STRUCTURE OF YOUR PROJECT

360-degree
analysis

Branding

Strategy

(15 days)

CREATING NEW FACETS OF YOUR BUSINESS

Development
of the project
map
(10 days)

Brand
maintenance

Newborn Brand!

(throughout
the project)
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360-degree analysis
We do an in-depth analysis, after collecting information
from open sources such as desk research and internal
data of the company.

MAIN ASPECTS OF THE ANALYSIS
– Market

– Digital audit

– Company

– Analysis of trends and tendencies

– Competitors
– Consumer
– Product
– Design audit

in the brand category
– Analysis of the visual environment and
the brand’s interaction with consumers
– Audit of the brand name

Duration:
15 working days
Result:
Presentation from
20 to 50 slides (.pdf)
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Development of Brand Model
Based on our complex analysis, we develop a brand
model, which includes the target audience, brand idea,
brand uniqueness and brand responsibility.
BRAND MODEL

Based on data analysis, we develop two versions of the brand model,
which include a brand essence, the description of the target audience,
rational and emotional characteristics, brand values and criteria for brand
identification and communication.

BRAND LEGEND

We describe the brand essence in a tag line, paragraph and
a text page by using “the pyramid of promises.” You can use these
descriptions whenever you need to communicate your brand
philosophy: on your website, brochure, advertising, etc.

BRIEFS

According to the developed brand model, we offer to fill
out the project briefs to create a name, design concept
and a creative idea for the brand’s communication.

Duration:
10 working days
Result:
Presentation from
10 slides (.pdf)
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THE TARGET AUDIENCE
Description of the main and additional
target audience that will buy
your brand

EMOTIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS
What feelings the consumer experiences
when dealing with the brand

BRAND
ESSENCE
RATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS

IDENTIFICATION AND
COMMUNICATION

Advantages that will result in your
brand being differentiated in the
marketplace and chosen by the
consumer

What style of communication the
brand should have to most precisely
deliver its essence. Evaluation criteria of design and creative materials
(that suit the chosen brand model)
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Development of Project Map
Based on the selected brand model, we develop
a project map, which is a step-by-step algorithm
for brand strategy implementation.
The map includes key projects for rolling out the brand, indicative budgets
and efficiency factors. In addition, it describes changes that affect the company
directly such as prices, office issues, employees, etc.
The project map is developed for a one to three-year period depending
on the number of changes that must be introduced by the company.

Duration:
10 working days
Result:
Presentation from
20 to 50 slides (.pdf)
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Brand Maintenance
Co-ordination of brand communications in a convenient format:
calls, letters or personal meetings.

Includes:

Not less than one strategic meeting a month with participating TOP MANAGEMENT
of the client and key employees of ART FRESH (to discuss the current results
and work plan for the next month).
Assessment of any materials, offers from marketing contractors, etc., for
achievement of the most effective results from planned marketing actions.
Daily communication with the client concerning any carried out or planned
communication actions. An assessment of the advertising materials
that were developed independently by the client.

Duration:
throughout
the project
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WE HAVE EXPERIENCE
WORKING WITH INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS

USA
RUSSIA
CANADA
LATVIA

GERMANY

POLAND

UKRAINE

AUSTRIA

USA

Canada

The City of Summerside, GCACC, Atlantic Business Magazine,
Slemon Park Corporation, Trout River Industries, The Culinary
Institute, Trillium Skincare Laboratories, Big Burger, S.C.T.O.,
Uni Best International Education, ADL, Island Abbey Foods,
Honibe, HueGO, Happy Toys, Quannessence, QuannSpa,
Prince Edward Distillery, The Rupture Seal, Island Storm, Blair
Corkum Financial Planning Inc., Bully Tag, PEI Tuna Charters,
PEI Family Violence Prevention Services, Ivy Furniture, Got
Bobbled?, United Food Brokers, Dinos Pizza, TravlinSoul, The
Thoughtful Giver, Friendly, PEI Food Exchange.

USA

Philip Morris, Samsung, Master Card, Procter&Gamble,
Cannes Festival Advertising, 2H2 Movers, EPD Tech LLC.

KAZAKHSTAN

ITALY

Poland

Kaisen Electric Poland

Italy

De Oliva

Germany

Couch Vitali Brinkmann

Austria

Billa REWE Group

Latvia

Kaisen Electric

Australia
IMTOP

CHINA

Ukraine

IMC, XXI Centure Developers Company, Cheese
Club Corporation, Best Food Festival, Gzivoy
Hlebets, Magobi, HandyBoo, Bamboo

Russia

Music of Windows, RealStrong

Kazakhstan

Bulava Training Centre

China

IceSun, Fabfeel, Stellar Sci-Edu Ltd., Charming
Silk, HuaHua Fencing Club, Denise’s Jewellery
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CASES

A MULTI-AWARD WINNING
FULL-SERVICE
MARKETING AGENCY

RESTGU BRAND STRATEGY, MARKETING,
BRANDING, WEB DESIGN
Challenge

RESTGU™ is a new solution for the restaurant business that provides
online education, a test and certification. We did research and a 360º
marketing analysis before developing the brand strategy for positioning
of a new product in the market. The research showed a number of
potential competitors in the online restaurant training industry. Our
challenge was to create a brand positioning, marketing strategy and
brand model that would allow RESTGU™ to stand out with its innovative
approach in the market of educational products. The two RESTGU™
digital platforms — RESTGU™ Guide and RESTGU™ Life Style — needed to
complement each other in providing all necessary tools for convenient
and productive learning for achieving the RESTGU™ certification.

Results

The new online educational products — RESTGU™ Guide and RESTGU™
Life Style — received a modern and memorable brand identity design,
marketing strategy, social media strategy and two custom websites
design for effective brand building in the local and international
markets. Just within the first month, the RESTGU™ Facebook page
received 100 followers and the new brand actively started to build its
own audience in other social media channels.

Solution

Based on market research, we developed a brand positioning strategy
that focused on target audiences: restaurant managers/owners and
restaurant staff and those who wanted to open their own restaurant.
“Your Personal Assistant” and “Your Personal Coach” were the two
strategies implemented in the marketing plan to represent RESTGU™
as a comprehensive online educational solution. To give the product
a personal touch, we created a corporate hero RESTGU™— a cute robot
who became the brand identification and communicator of the marketing messages. We developed a corporate style that included a logo
design, a RESTGU™ Identity Design Guide, posters and brochure design,
posters, business cards and a full set of RESTGU™ souvenirs, including
a RESTGU™ Certificate design.
We developed www.restgu.com, a custom web solution for the RESTGU™
Guide where users can register a free Personal cabinet to read the
Guide, complete the RESTGU™ Test and receive the RESTGU™ Certificate.
www.restguls.com is another custom web platform where restaurateurs
can join an international professional network to share their own ideas,
recipes, events and experiences. This is a new RESTGU™ social
media platform.
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IMK REBRANDING
Challenge

We created market positioning based on the new brand strategy and
statement that “IMC is an innovator in the farm business.” The brand
identity had to express the company’s leading position and its approach
to managing business while respecting people and the land. Our main
challenge was to create an image that reflected both revolutionary
agricultural technologies and the strong tradition of Ukrainian farming.
The stylized ancient Slavic sign of fertile land — a rhombus with a dot in
the centre — became the main graphic element of the new logo design.
This “target” sign also symbolizes precise farming — the advanced
method in this industry. The dark blue and red colours are reminiscent
of the traditional Ukrainian colour scheme of black and red; the bright
yellow-green complements the two main colours and creates a dynamic
combination for brand identity.

Solution

We developed a brand book with detailed descriptions of how to use the
elements of the new IMC corporate style for the company’s documents,
brochure design, machinery, interior design, professional clothing,
outdoor advertising, souvenir items and web design. The brand elements
created a dynamic, modern visual presentation for IMC and reflected its
new philosophy. The bright colour scheme was combined with geometrical shapes to yield a powerful and modern branding for target audiences
and a new generation of employees at this growing firm.

BEFORE
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IMC BRAND BOOK
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HONIBE REBRANDING
Rebranding of Honibe – the award-winning, world's first 100% pure
honey candy brand – for better positioning in the Canadian and American markets as a healthy, natural and innovative pure honey dried
sweetener for beverages. Development of identity design for new
flavours in the honey drops line.

Solution

To show the essence of the natural product in a new packaging design,
we used a landscape with the clover field (the clover flower is a symbol
in the Honibe logo as a melliferous herb). The natural background
became a key element of a line of honey lozenges for display of various
flavours of the product.

Before

After

“

John Rowe, President and Founder,
Island Abbey Foods Ltd.
Island Abbey Foods, better known as Honibe, has worked closely
with Art Fresh for the past several years. We have come to rely on
Elena's creative input on all aspects of our design: from concept to
finished product – Art Fresh is an important piece of our marketing
execution. And the results speak for themselves.

NEW FLAVOURS

Challenge

Results

After rebranding, the new Honibe lozenges with the extended product
line were successfully launched in the local and North American
market. The rebranding task was reached: the vibrant and attractive
new packaging design clearly delivers the main marketing message
to consumers – it is a healthy and natural product made in Canada.
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ADL TRUCK BRANDING
Challenge

Development of a creative and memorable image for promotion of
ice cream on transportation vehicles, with the purpose of increasing
product sales in winter.

Solution

We decided to show the natural, delicious ice cream with various
flavours to create a unique and memorable image that will elicit
a strong emotional response from the consumer, to inspire the
consumer to try the product immediately. We developed a series
of creative concepts for the promotion. After a long and careful
selection, the client decided to choose the concept that put the
product in the forefront. The landscape of the Island in the background emphasized that this was a local and natural product.

Results

Developed a colourful and memorable image for use on transportation vehicles and outdoor advertising (banners).

THE PROPOSED DESIGN CONCEPTS

The idea of this concept is to decorate cabins of ADL trucks
with different colours to represent all kinds of ice cream:
strawberry (pink ice cream), chocolate (brown ice cream), etc.
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QUANNESSENCE REBRANDING
Challenge

The project task was to rebrand TM Quannessence – a natural and
professional cosmetic made in PEI. The marketing goal was to develop
a classic and premium quality design for the logo, packaging and print
materials to position the product as a premium quality natural cosmetic.
The refreshed brand has to be represented in the Atlantic and central
Canadian (Halifax, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal) marketplaces.
The long-term marketing objective was to launch the Quannessence
cosmetic in the American market.

Results

We developed a premium style for the presentation of Quannessence
cosmetics in the market and did a full rebranding of the visual communications. In the first year after rebranding, sales have doubled for
the professional line and the brand has been successfully represented
in the central and Atlantic Canadian markets. The company has
signed agreements for collaboration with the leading Canadian
pharmaceutical supermarket and professional cosmetics store.

Solution

We decided to keep "Q" as a main identifier of the brand, as Q represents the surname of Sharon Quann, creator of the cosmetics. The
combination of the royal blue with the golden foil represents the premium class and high quality of the Quannessence cosmetics. We developed a brand book with a complete description of standards on how
to use the brand identity.
For the identification of two lines of Quannessence cosmetics (regular
and for professional use only), we proposed two colour schemes and
the complementary logo for the professional line. This line features
an inversion of the letter "Q" on the golden background.
We created an exclusive and elegant style for packaging, print materials
and display for trade shows and promo posters.

BEFORE

AFTER
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PRINT MATERIALS AND KIT BOX
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BULLY TAG BRANDING
Challenge

The client asked us to create a stunning and memorable image in the
style of computer games for the new mobile application Bully Tag. We
had to develop a modern style for visual communication tools online and
off line. The purpose of the application is to help teenagers to reveal and
report cases of violence and humiliation among schoomates.

Results

We developed a modern, memorable logo design and corporate style
for the brand’s visual communications. The brand awareness in the
market has grown within a short period. The application was sucessfully represented in schools and social organizations.
http://www.bullytag.com/

Solution

From the meaning of the name offered by the client for the Bully Tag
application, "Bully" means "a hooligan," and it is associated with "a bull."
The word "tag" is "to mark, place a label." We created the graphic image
combination of the bull and target, which the client liked for associativity.
We offered a digital design style that usually is used for computer
games. For promotion of a new Bully Tag mobile application, we developed a visual communication for the Tims Hortons coffee shops.
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CAPTAIN JEFF BRANDING
Challenge

Creation of a brand from scratch for PEI Tuna Charters, to promote the
company in the local market and attract new clients to increase sales
of tours.

Solution

We developed the personified brand "Captain Jeff" for the business
owner and captain Jeffery MacNeill. We created the logo design with
the captain's portrait, website www.peitunacharters.com and all
promo materials, along with the social media strategy and brand
communication. We provided complete support from our SM expert.

Results

The business received an exclusive brand and modern visual identification. The new website and social media support created a rapid
increase in brand awareness. During the first season after the
branding launch, sales increased 30% compared with the previous
season. With the online promotion the company gained the interest
of a number of TV shows that have since done programs with Captain Jeff. Among the programs are Canada in the Rough, season 10,
Catching Monsters on the Discovery Channel, French TV shows and
National Geographic.
http://www.peitunacharters.com/
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“

Jeff MacNeill, Captain
I had Art Fresh do a website and a logo for my business. We have been in business since the
‘60s. Repeat clients were a big part of it. Now with the new website and logo, we are much
better off now with our marketing. I was hesitant at the start to spend the money, but now
I see the results. Bookings are up with the website for sure and everyone loves the logo.
So happy to have had Art Fresh to give my business the boost it needed.
Since teaming up with Art Fresh, MacNeill's Tuna & Deep Sea Fishing has gained so much
more exposure through our website. Clients who have contacted us since this time have
commented that after having seen our website they were very impressed with the artistic
professionalism of the new logo. They have also commented on the ease of navigation
through the site. The number one reason that clients say that they contact me over my
competitors is that my website is the best by leaps and bounds. Once the site draws their
attention to me and they give me a call, I seal the deal with my love and knowledge for
fishing. The website is branded around Captain Jeff. The site brings new clientele to me,
and my reputation at getting the job done brings them back again and again.
After the launch of my new site, I have gained the interest of a number of TV shows who
have since done programs with me. I have been on Canada in the Rough, season 10, episode
13; Catching Monsters on the Discovery Channel season one, episode three. I have worked
for years on a tuna fishing documentary with John Hopkins for the National Film Board,
which is to come out later this year. I have also had out French TV shows and did work with
the National Geographic. I have also did a web broadcast with the Water Brothers. The
producers of these shows say that the website helped separate me from my competitors,
and my personality and experience on the water is why people watching their shows love
my character and keep people coming back for more.
Thank you Art Fresh. Sincerely, Captain Jeff MacNeill of MacNeill's Tuna & Deep Sea Fishing.
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AMONG OUR CLIENTS ARE:

ICESUN
VACUUM GLASS LTD.

®
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OUR AWARDS

9

9

years of
successful work
in Canada

137

years of team
experience
in marketing

286

companies
we helped
succeed
in brand
development

9

highly skilled
professionals

14

international
and local
awards

LOOKING FOR A BIG IDEA?
CALL US +1 (902) 394.7272
INFO@ART-FRESH.CA | WWW.ART-FRESH.CA

